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Genomic Medicine



From Genetic Medicine 
to Genomic Medicine



The “Old Genetics”

Involves conditions wholly caused by:

An extra or missing complete chromosome
or part of chromosome
e.g., Down syndrome

A mutation in a single gene
e.g., Cystic fibrosis, sickle cell disease



The “Old Genetics”

These conditions:

-- are of great importance to individuals and families with them 

-- But, even when added together, are relatively rare.

-- Most people not directly affected

-- Thus, genetics played small role in health care (and in society)



Medicine and the New Genomics

• Gene Testing
• Gene Therapy
• Pharmacogenomics

Anticipated Benefits
•improved diagnosis of disease 
•earlier detection of genetic predispositions to disease 
•rational drug design 
•gene therapy and control systems for drugs
•personalized, custom drugs 

Human Genome Program, U.S. Department of Energy, Genomics and Its Impact on Medicine and Society: A 2001 Primer, 2001



Genomics
• The study of the structure and function 

of  the genome.

• The experimental study of complete 
genomes.



Genomic Medicine

Comes largely from knowledge 
emanating from 

the Human Genome Project



Impact on Bioinformatics

• Genomics produces high-throughput, high-
quality data, and bioinformatics provides the 
analysis and interpretation of these massive 
data sets.

• It is impossible to separate genomics 
laboratory technologies from the 
computational tools required for data analysis.



Genomics Technologies
• Automated DNA sequencing
• Automated annotation of sequences
• DNA microarrays

– gene expression (measure RNA levels)
– single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)

• Protein chips (SELDI, etc.) 
• Protein-protein interactions



Genetic Polymorphism
基因多型性



• Genetic Polymorphism:
A difference in DNA sequence among 
individuals, groups, or populations. 

• Genetic Mutation:
A change in the nucleotide sequence of 
a DNA molecule. Genetic mutations are 
a kind of genetic polymorphism.





SNP = Single Nucleotide Polymorphism 

(read in SNiP)



Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are an 
abundant form of genome variation, distinguished 
from rare variations by a requirement for the least 
abundant allele to have a frequency of 1% or 
more.



4 states of a SNP are possible (A,G,C,T) 

But the diallelic type is the most common 
SNP (e.g. T->A)



TRENDS in Molecular Medicine Vol.8 No.6 June 2002, page 288.
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Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are 
common DNA sequence variations among 
individual alleles 



SNPs will be  distributed across the human genome

~ 25,000          non-synonymous cSNPs

~ 50,000          synonymous cSNPs

~ 25,000          regulatory region SNPs

~ 50,000 intragenic non-coding SNPs

~ 50,000          distributed intergenic SNPs



SNP Distribution

• SNP Distribution is not uniform for any of the 
three categories:
– Over a complete genome (1/3 in coding, 2/3 in 

non-coding).
– Over all the chromosomes (fewer SNPs in sex 

chromosomes).
– Over a single chromosome (SNPs often 

concentrated around a specific location).



SNP markers
• SNPs are very common in the human 

population.

• SNPs can be found that are linked to any 
disease alleles.

• These mutations are likely to be neutral - they 
have no direct effect on phenotype

• Linked SNPs can be used as markers for the 
disease in diagnostic tests.



Classification of SNP

1. Coding SNPs
Replacemental polymorphism (change a.a.)
Synonymous polymorphism (unchange a.a.)

2. Non-coding SNPs
3‘,5’-NTR (non-transcribed region)
3‘,5’-UTR (untranslated region)
Intron
intergenic



Coding SNP



SNPs in Functional Proteomics

• SNP related functional proteomics involve the 
identification of functional SNPs that modify 
proteins and protein active sites structure and 
function.

• By identifying the modifications generated by 
functional (coding) SNPs in disease related 
proteins, "new compounds can be designed 
for correcting or enhancing the effects of 
those mutations in the population."



The Effects of Non-Synonymous 
SNPs

• Phenotype: The observable properties of an individual as 
they have developed under the combined influences of the 
individual's genotype and the effects of environmental 
factors. 

• Genotype: An exact description of the genetic constitution 
of an individual, with respect to a single trait or a larger set
of traits (sequence of complete set of genes, both 
dominant and recessive - “SNP scoring”).

• The genotype-phenotype relation forms the basis and 
motivation for SNP research. If SNPs account for diversity 
in genotypes, then SNPs also can be mapped to account 
for diversity in phenotypes. 



SNP Topics
1. SNP Genotyping and Haplotyping

• detection, high-throughput genotyping, 
haplotyping, the haplotype map

2. Haplotype Mapping
• the haplotype map

3. SNP Applications
• pharmacogenomics, diagnostic genomics, 

functional proteomics and therapeutic genomics 



SNP Genotype & Haplotype



SNP Mapping

• Identify SNP sites along the genome to 
track disease genes. 

• A human SNP map would specify the 
contributions of individual genes to 
diseases and other phenotypes. 





Genotype and Haplotype
• In the most basic sense, a haplotype is a “haploid 

genotype”.

• Haplotype: particular pattern of sequential SNPs (or 
alleles) found on a single chromosome. These SNPs
tend to be inherited together over time.

• Haplotyping:  involves grouping subjects by 
haplotypes, or particular patterns of sequential SNPs, 
found on a single chromosome. There are thought to 
be a small number of haplotype patterns for each 
chromosome.

• Microarrays, mass spectrometry and sequencing are 
all used to accomplish haplotyping.



Haplotype Map

• The map's purpose is to relate human genetic 
variation with disease predisposition, 
specifically common or complex disorders.

• For specific genomic locations (chosen to 
avoid recombination and recurrent mutation), 
a small number of SNP patterns (haplotypes) 
were found that account for 80%-90% of the 
entire human population.



SNP Mapping (cont’d)













SNP Applications



SNP 
Analysis

Linkage & Association AnalysisGenetic Instability

Diagnosis Pharmacogenomics

Personalized Medicine



Digital SNP analysis
detect genetic instability of cancer



Molecular Beacons : Structure

Sanjay Tyagi and Fred Kramer (1996) 
Nature Biotechnology 14: 303-308

quencherfluorophore



SNP-specific Molecular Beacon



How do Molecular Beacons work?

• When hybridized with 
complementary target 
sequence, the stem structure 
opens. 

• The fluorophore is removed 
from the quencher, and 
fluorescent signal can be 
detected.



DNA diluted to 384-well plate

DNA templates become all-or-none
in each well of 384-well plate

PCR / hybrid with MB 

Digital PCR pattern all-or-none



Forward 
primer

Reverse 
primer1. Digital PCR

2. Molecular Beacon
Hybridization

Complementary target 
Non-complementary
or No template
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Equal template size (<100 
bp), no degradation



Assess genetic abnormality by counting alleles

Normal Tumor

G:R = 32:34
allelic balance

G:R = 62:16
allelic imbalance



Sequencial probability ratio test
(SPRT analysis)-

determines allelic imbalance
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The advantages of 
Digital SNP analysis 

in assessing allelic imbalance



1. As compared with microsatellite markers the 
PCR products derived from the two SNP alleles 
at every locus are of the same size and therefore 
their analysis is not biased by the preferential 
DNA degradation of larger alleles. 



2. The Digital SNP approach, which amplifies single  
allele templates in the PCR reaction, can
precisely determine the number of alleles
examined in each experiment.



Accordingly, SNP genotyping is “digital” involving 
the detection or absence of a specific allele rather 
than “analogue” as is microsatellite genotyping that 
measures the length of microsatellites.



3.  A statistical method, SPRT, can be employed 
to conclude whether allelic imbalance is 
present in the background DNA.  



Indeed, it has been shown that allelic imbalance can 
be demonstrated in much higher percentage in 
colorectal carcinomas using Digital SNP analysis
than the traditional methods using microsatellite 
markers.

[Science. 244: 207-11, 1989. & Nat Biotechnol. 19: 78-81., 2001.]



J National Cancer Institute 94 (22), 1697-1703.  (2002)



Allelic status in plasma DNA of ovarian cancer patients
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Am J Pathol 2002, 160:1223–1228



Conclusion I

Digital SNP analysis can count the allelic imbalance 
in samples from plasma, ascites, paraffin …etc. 

in the presence of background (normal) DNA.



SNP 
Analysis

Genetic Instability Linkage & Association Analysis

Diagnosis Pharmacogenomics

Personalized Medicine



Gene 234 (1999) 177–186
Strategies for association analysis

LD (Linkage disequilibrium)



Some Diseases Involve Many 
Genes

• There are a number of classic “genetic diseases”
caused by mutations of a single gene 

– Huntington’s, Cystic Fibrosis, PKU, etc.
• There are also many diseases that are the result 

of the interactions of many genes:
– asthma, heart disease, cancer

• Each of these genes may be considered to be a 
risk factor for the disease.

• Groups of SNP markers may be associated with  a 
disease without determining mechanism



Direct Medical Applications

• Diagnosis 
– Type of cancer
– Aggressive or benign?

• Monitor treatment outcome
– Is a treatment having the desired effect on 

the target tissue?



People React Differently 
to Drugs

• Side effects

• Effectiveness

• There are genes that control these 
reactions

• SNP markers can be used to identify 
these genes



from "One Drug Fits All" 
to personalized therapy



SNP or DNA-based marker discovery



Expression of P-glycoprotein and 
Genotype (MDR1 3435)

IncreasedC C

NormalC T

ReducedT T

P-gp Expression P-gp Genotype



Pharmacogenomics and 
Asthma

ALOX5 core promoter 
expressionLeukotriene inhibitors

IL-4 polymorphismsCorticosteroids

Receptor at codons 16, 
27β-agonists

Effector VariabilityDrug Category



Hypertension: The α-Adducin
Gene Variant and the Rate of MI 

or CVA

0.49 (0.32-0.77)Variant Allele (n=385)

1.09 (0.78-1.52)Wild Type (n=653)

Odds Ratio of Clinical
Events

Genotype

Psaty, JAMA, 2002



Warfarin Toxicity and CYP2C9 
Variability: Clinical Correlates

Warfarin maintenance dose (mg)

3.32Variant:    *1*3

4.88Variant:    *1*2

5.63Wild type: *1*1

Higashi, JAMA, 2002



Nat Genet. 2002 Dec;32(4):650-4.





Comparison of genotype and allele frequencies 
of the C825T polymorphism of GNB3 between
hypertensive and normotensive groups



Promoter SNP









Genotype Analysis Using Human Hair Shaft
Cancer Epidemiology, Biomarkers & Prevention 11: 925–929, 2002

Hsueh-Wei Chang, Ching-Yu Yen, Shyun-Yui Liu, Gad Singer, and Ie-Ming Shih*



mRNA and protein marker discovery



Gene Expression (phenotype)
Profiling

• Sequence bulk cDNAs from different 
tissues
– SAGE (sequence short tags from cDNAs)
– Microarrays



Data mining from 
SAGE 

(Serial Analysis of Gene Expression)







SAGE: Measuring Gene Expression 
Information
Home
About SAGE
About website & data
About mappings
About tools
Data submissions
Extraction stats
Resources
Virtual Northern
xProfiler
xProfiler example
Tag to gene mapper
Gene to tag mapper
Library Search
Downloads
Library info
Mappings
Sequences
Tag & ditag lists

Serial Analysis of Gene Expression, or SAGE, is an experimental 
technique designed to gain a quantitative measure of gene 
expression. 
The SAGE technique itself includes several steps utilizing molecular 
biological, DNA sequencing and bioinformatics techniques. 
These steps have been used to produce 9 or 10 base "tags", which
are then, in some manner, assigned gene descriptions.
For experimental reasons, these tags are immediately adjacent to the 
3' end of the 3'-most NlaIII restriction site in cDNA sequences.

Online Data Analysis

Information on SAGE libraries and access to the data produced 
from these libraries can be reviewed and analyzed with several 
online tools via the xProfiler and Virtual Northern buttons to the left.

Differential expression analysis queries

Colon cancer vs. normal colon

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/sagexpsetup.cgi
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/sagexpsetup.cgi
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/sagevn.cgi
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/sagevn.cgi
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/deliv.cgi?ins_file=tools.html_frag&title=SAGEmap+Analysis+Tools&header=SAGEmap+Analysis+Tools
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/deliv.cgi?ins_file=mapping.html_frag&title=SAGEmap+Mapping&header=SAGEtag+to+UniGene+Mapping
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/index.cgi
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/deliv.cgi?ins_file=essay.html_frag&title=Serial+Analysis+of+Gene+Expression&header=Serial+Analysis+of+Gene+Expression
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/deliv.cgi?ins_file=personnel.html_frag&title=SAGEmap+Website&header=SAGEmap+Website
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/deliv.cgi?ins_file=mapping.html_frag&title=SAGEmap+Mapping&header=SAGEtag+to+UniGene+Mapping
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/deliv.cgi?ins_file=tools.html_frag&title=SAGEmap+Analysis+Tools&header=SAGEmap+Analysis+Tools
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/deliv.cgi?ins_file=submission.html_frag&title=SAGE+Data+Submissions&header=SAGE+Data+Submissions
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/deliv.cgi?ins_file=/web/data/SAGE/tag_extr.html_frag&title=SAGE+Tag+Extraction+Stats&header=Tag+extraction+stats
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/sagevn.cgi
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/sagevn.cgi
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/sagexpsetup.cgi
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/sagexpsetup.cgi
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/deliv.cgi?ins_file=examples.html_frag&title=SAGEmap+Analysis+Example&header=Analysis+Example
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/deliv.cgi?ins_file=examples.html_frag&title=SAGEmap+Analysis+Example&header=Analysis+Example
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/SAGEtag.cgi
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/SAGEtag.cgi
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/SAGEcid.cgi
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/SAGEcid.cgi
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=geo&term=sage+%5Bsubtype%5D
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=geo&term=sage+%5Bsubtype%5D
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/deliv.cgi?ins_file=lib_info.html_frag&title=SAGEmap+Library+Info+Downloads&header=SAGEmap+Library+Info+Downloads
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/deliv.cgi?ins_file=lib_info.html_frag&title=SAGEmap+Library+Info+Downloads&header=SAGEmap+Library+Info+Downloads
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/deliv.cgi?ins_file=maps_info.html_frag&title=SAGEmap+Mapping+Downloads&header=SAGEmap+Mapping+Downloads
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/deliv.cgi?ins_file=maps_info.html_frag&title=SAGEmap+Mapping+Downloads&header=SAGEmap+Mapping+Downloads
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/deliv.cgi?ins_file=seq_info.html_frag&title=SAGEmap+Sequence+Downloads&header=SAGEmap+Sequence+Downloads
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/deliv.cgi?ins_file=seq_info.html_frag&title=SAGEmap+Sequence+Downloads&header=SAGEmap+Sequence+Downloads
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/deliv.cgi?ins_file=lists_info.html_frag&title=SAGEmap+Tag+and+Ditag+List+Downloads&header=SAGEmap+Tag+and+Ditag+List+Downloads
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/deliv.cgi?ins_file=lists_info.html_frag&title=SAGEmap+Tag+and+Ditag+List+Downloads&header=SAGEmap+Tag+and+Ditag+List+Downloads








Real time RT-PCR
Internal control



Expression of same gene 
in different samples





Summary

Personalized medicine simply means the prescription of specific 
therapeutics best suited for an individual based on pharmacogenetic and
pharmacogenomic information. 

Several technologies are used including single nucleotide polymorphism 
genotyping. haplotyping, gene expression studies by biochip/microarrays, 
SAGE(serial analysis of gene expression) and proteomics.

Molecular diagnostics will play an important role in the development of 
personalized medicine, in which therapy and diagnosis will be integrated. 

Personalized therapy is financially feasible, as it will reduce the costs of 
drug development by shortening the drug development cycle. 

Personalized medicine is anticipated to be an acceptable part of medical 
practice by the year 2010.





The threat posed by personalised medicine

Despite the promise of personalised medicine for the 
pharmaceutical industry as well as patients, many companies 
are understandably wary of the impending changes in the 
way medicines will be discovered, developed and prescribed. 

These changes could be severely disruptive to the business
of the big drug companies, which rely on blockbuster 
products to drive their sales and earnings growths. 

Think of the damage to sales if a $1 billion product is found 
to work in only the 20% of patients with the appropriate 
genetic profile, for instance. 

http://www.ims-global.com//insight/news_story/0007/news_story_000731a.htm


Research, intervention and personalized medicine opportunities 
at stages of a hypothetical disease.

TRENDS in Biotechnology Vol.19 No.12 December 2001





• Genetic Polymorphism:
A difference in DNA sequence among individuals, 
groups, or populations. 

• Genetic Mutation:
A change in the nucleotide sequence of a DNA 
molecule. Genetic mutations are a kind of 
genetic polymorphism.

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are an 
abundant form of genome variation, distinguished 
from rare variations by a requirement for the least 
abundant allele to have a frequency of 1% or 
more.



The genotype-phenotype relation 

• Phenotype: The observable properties of an individual as 
they have developed under the combined influences of the 
individual's genotype and the effects of environmental 
factors. 

• Genotype: An exact description of the genetic constitution 
of an individual, with respect to a single trait or a larger set
of traits (sequence of complete set of genes, both 
dominant and recessive - “SNP scoring”).

• The genotype-phenotype relation forms the basis and 
motivation for SNP research. If SNPs account for diversity 
in genotypes, then SNPs also can be mapped to account 
for diversity in phenotypes.



Genotype and Haplotype

• In the most basic sense, a haplotype is a 
“haploid genotype”.

• Haplotype: particular pattern of sequential 
SNPs (or alleles) found on a single 
chromosome. These SNPs tend to be 
inherited together over time.



Gene Expression (phenotype)
Profiling

• Sequence bulk cDNAs from different 
tissues
– NCBI CGAP website allows "digital 

differential display"
• SAGE (sequence short tags from 

cDNAs)
• Microarrays



Impact on Bioinformatics
Genomics produces high-throughput, high-
quality data, and bioinformatics provides the 
analysis and interpretation of these massive 
data sets.

Personalized medicine, the use of marker-assisted 
diagnosis and targeted therapies derived from an 
individual’s molecular profile, will impact the way 
drugs are developed and medicine is practiced. 



Summary
[personalized medicine & bioinformatics-hwchang]

Personalized medicine simply means the prescription of specific 
therapeutics best suited for an individual based on pharmacogenetic and
pharmacogenomic information. 

Several technologies are used including single nucleotide polymorphism 
genotyping. haplotyping, gene expression studies by biochip/microarrays, 
SAGE(serial analysis of gene expression) and proteomics.

Molecular diagnostics will play an important role in the development of 
personalized medicine, in which therapy and diagnosis will be integrated. 

Personalized therapy is financially feasible, as it will reduce the costs of 
drug development by shortening the drug development cycle. 

Personalized medicine is anticipated to be an acceptable part of medical 
practice by the year 2010.



Using genomic and bioinformatic approaches to study 
cancer and diseases genetics including:

1. Digital SNP Analysis
Digital SNP analysis can individually counted the paternal or maternal alleles within any 

clinical DNA samples, thus allowing a quantitative measure of AI in the presence of 
normal DNA. The significance of this technology is to use SNP molecular diagnostic 
test in identifying asymptomatic patients with early and clinically curable neoplastic 
diseases. DNA from plasma, ascites, paraffin, and urine samples can perform well 
using this technology.

2. Data mining from Serial Analysis of Gene Expression (SAGE)
Data mining for SAGE is able to screen the tumor markers and/or tumor suppressors via 

the aide of real time RT-PCR. Different tumors are selected for this study, including 
ovarian caners, oral cancers now.　Several tumor candidate genes were under 
cloning and waiting for protein expression.

3. SNP Genotyping and Association Study
DNA from any source, e.g., hair shafts, blood, or buccal, is suitable for analysis. Under 

properly sampling for certain diseases, the risk factor for specific SNP associated with 
diseases is estimated. 
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